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BADGER AIRBRUSHES - ACCESSORIES & SPARE PARTS
Flexible Lightweight Hose

BA9125 - Airbrush Holder

BA50/001
Sturdy long wearing vinyl 6ft
(1.83m) hose as supplied in kits
250-3 and 200-3, 2009CV.

Holds two airbrushes of any make or model.
Allows easy access to your airbrushes - eliminates
dropping of airbrush and paint spills. Swivels and
rotates for maximum flexibility and clamps securely
to any table or desk up to 2” thick.

Jar Adaptor

Heavy Duty Braided Airhoses
BA50/2011 - Standard Version
The ideal hose for connection to a compressor. 10ft (3.05m) long hose with
airbrush fitting one end and 1/4” BSP female connector the other.
BA50/2012 - With In-Line Moisture Filter
As above but with the addition of an in-line moisture filter.
BA50/2018 - Quick-Release Hose
8ft braided quick-disconnect hose
BA51/038 - Nipples for BA50/2018
BA50/2015 - In-Line Moisture Filter
For use with braided hoses. Can be retro-fitted to existing
standard hoses.
BA50/2017 - In-Jar Fluid Filter
Designed for use with all siphon-fed airbrushes. Helps prevent airbrush clogs by filtering
out large particle matter or oversized pigments. Use with siphon tube BA51/009

Head Assemblies & Spares
Increase the versatility of your
airbrush by making sure you have a
range of spray widths available to
you. In most cases you can either
choose a complete head assembly
and needle, or if you prefer, items
can be purchased separately.

Paint Jars with Covers
Fits 150/155/175/200/250 and 350 Series airbrushes.
BA50/0052 - 3/4oz (22cc) Jar
BA50/0053 - 2oz (60cc) Jar

Spray Away & Display Turntable

Colour Cups
BA50/0482
When only small amounts of paint are required, a detachable
colour cup is the solution. Self-standing, with screw-off
bottoms for easy cleaning. 1/4oz (7cc) for models
150/155/175 and 200.

FINE
Needle
Head & Tip
Head
Tip
Regulator
Head Assy Comp
MEDIUM
Needle
Head & Tip
Head
Tip
Regulator
Head Assy Comp
HEAVY
Needle
Head & Tip
Head
Tip
Regulator
Head Assy Comp

200
Bottom Feed

200-9
200-11

0.4 - 25mm
BA50/0172
BA50/0381
BA50/038
BA50/0391
BA50/0371
BA50/0161
1.6 - 38mm
BA50/017
BA50/0382
BA50/038
BA50/0392
BA50/0372
BA50/016
3.2 - 50mm
BA50/0171
BA50/0383
BA50/038
BA50/0393
BA50/0372
BA50/0163

0.4 - 25mm
BA50/0173
BA50/0381
BA50/038
BA50/0391
BA50/0371
BA50/0161
1.6 - 38mm
BA50/0174
BA50/0382
BA50/038
BA50/0392
BA50/0372
BA50/0162
-

175
0.4 - 38mm
BA41/006
BA41/023
BA41/003
BA41/033
1.6 - 50mm
BA41/007
BA41/023
BA41/004
BA41/034
3.2 - 75mm
BA41/008
BA41/023
BA41/005
BA41/035
-

155
1.6 - 50mm
BA51/048
BA51/071
BA41/004
BA41/034
-

BA9119 - Display Turntable
Battery-driven 2-speed turntable. Ideal for model display as well as being a very
useful aid to airbrushing.

Kroma Kolors Cake Decorating Colours

BA0500 - Hobby & Craft Guide to Airbrushing
Learn how to prepare for painting, various techniques and more.
32 fully illustrated pages. By Carl Ciaiti.
BA0505 - Step by Step Modellers Guide to Airbrushing
Subjects include painting military figures, dioramas and detailing.
32 fully illustrated pages. By Harris/Roark.
BA0510 - Airbrushing Techniques for Custom Painting
Learn how to do blow ups, freak drops, cobwebbing, flames, masking,
pinstriping and murals using stencils.
48 fully illustrated pages. By Carl Ciaiti.

With convenient colour coded tops,
Kroma Kolors will keep you on top of
your decorating needs. Each individual
colour is carefully blended to ensure
consistency. Kroma Kolors are supplied
in 2.3oz bottles.

BA0540 - Airbrushing for Fine and Commercial Artists
Mechanical, technical, medical and architectural techniques.
128 fully illustrated pages. By Robert Paschal.

Not Suitable ▲

150
(+100 Fine &
Medium only)
0.4 - 25mm
BA50/0401
BA50/0381
BA50/038
BA50/0391
BA50/0371
BA50/0161
1.6 - 38mm
BA50/0402
BA50/0382
BA50/038
BA50/0392
BA51/0372
BA50/0162
3.2 - 50mm
BA50/0403
BA50/0383
BA50/038
BA50/0393
BA50/0373
BA50/0163

‘How To’ Books

BA9120 - Spray Away
Instant airbrush cleaner. Invaluable product for cleaning away final residues of paint
from head assemblies, regulators and needles.

BA8363 - Kroma Kolor Airbrush Set
Set contains 11 x 2.3oz bottles in:
Black, brown, blue, violet, red, white,
orange, yellow, flesh, pink and green.

BA50/208
Fits 150/155/175/200 and 250 Series airbrushes. Dia
33mm jar adaptor - fits both sizes.

Satisfactory ✰

BA0550 - Airbrushing Guide for Ceramics
Simple to complex techniques illustrated with over 150 photos.
pages.
Very 48
Good
✰✰
Excellent ✰ ✰ ✰
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BADGER AIRBRUSHES - ACCESSORIES & SPARE PARTS
‘How To’ Videos
The perfect way to learn a skill is to actually see the masters at
work. These seven videos covering a wide range of subjects and
techniques are really worth looking into. Perfect for classroom,
club or individual teaching/instruction.

GENERAL INTEREST
BA9001 - Introduction to Airbrushes
Accessories and airbrushing mediums
BA9002 - The Fundamentals of Airbrush Technique
Basic exercises
BA9003 - Intermediate Airbrush Technique - Working in colour

FINGERNAIL PAINTING

T-SHIRT & FABRICS
BA9006 - T-Shirt and Fabric Airbrushing
Techniques for getting started
BA9007 - T-Shirt and Fabric Airbrushing
For the intermediate artist

CAKE DECORATING
BA8001 - An introduction to the Art of Cake Decorating
by Pam Wakefield
This is the one you’ve been waiting for! A superb step
by step guide to this fascinating subject. Follow Pam Wakefield’s
examples and you too will soon be creating professional looking
masterpieces that will not fail to impress.

BA9004 - The Art of Airbrushing Fingernails - A basic course
BA9005 - Advanced Design Techniques

Air-opaque Airbrush Colours

Paint Mixer

These ready-to-use opaque airbrush
colours are pre-reduced for an almost
infinite colour selection. They are
specially formulated for use with
airbrushes, technical pens or artists
brushes and offer many advantages:

■ Non-toxic - Safe for
anyone who may be allergic
to lacquers, enamels or
petroleum base paints,

■ 100% colourfast - will not fade

BA9121 - Mixes paints in 1oz, 3oz and 4oz bottles.
Runs off 2 x AA batteries (not supplied).

Paint Mixer

■ No foul odour - no need for a ventilation system
■ Ready to use -requires no chemical thinner
STANDARD RANGE
Air Opaque comes in pre-packaged seven 1oz bottle sets.
BA0701/S - Primary Set
Magenta, yellow, blue, green, brown, black and white
BA0702/S - Secondary Set
Scarlet, crimson, orange, violet, indigo, aqua and turquoise
BA0703/S - Supplementary Set
Flesh, amber, powder blue, sepia, chrome oxide, green,
lime green and warm yellow
BA0704/S - Pearl Set
Pearl silver, pearl bronze, pearl yellow, pearl green, pearl gold, pearl blue and
pearl red

FOTO/FRISKETT FILM

WEATHERING SETS

BA/BMF30 - Roll - 300mm x 4m

With Air-Opaque Weathering Sets every modeller, including beginners, can
weather and age locomotives, rolling stock, scenery and structures, just like a
master modeller! The colours in both sets have been chosen to give you proper
dust, rust, dirt and grime effects modellers want.

NO-TACK STENCIL FILM

BA0705/S - Weathering Set for locomotives and rolling stock
BA0706/S - Weathering Set for scenery and structures

Air-tex Textile Airbrush Colours

This is a transparent self adhering masking and stencilling material which is cut
directly on your work surface.

This material combines the best of both film and paper. It is a smooth, non-porous
vellum-like surface, which permits rendering in almost all media: airbrush, permanent
felt tip marker, brush, technical pen etc. Reusable.
BA0461 - 10 Sheet Pack - 8.5” x 11” (21.59cm x 29.74cm)
BA0462 - 10 Sheet Pack - 11” x 17” (27.74cm x 43.18cm)
BA0463 - Roll - 12” x 15” (30.48cm x 4.572m)

MASKING TAPE
Air-Tex non-toxic colours are
excellent for light and most dark
coloured textiles such as polyester,
cotton and denim. Material with sizing
must be pre-washed. Air-Tex colours
are washable and colourfast. After
application fabric remains soft
and supple.
BA1101/S - Air-Tex Primary Set
Magenta, yellow, blue, green, brown,
black and white
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Highly effective ultra-thin self-adhesive
paper tape, especially developed for
modelling applications.
The tape is flexible and is easily
applied to curved surfaces making
it ideal for masking off areas for
painting etc. Packaged in handy
plastic dispenser.
BA8703/0 - 6mm x 18m
BA8703/1 - 10mm x 18m
BA8703/2 - 18mm x 18m

